FMDM MISSION IN GAZA
While my current lifestyle is a bit unusual —
at a deep level it is thoroughly Franciscan.
by Sister Bridget Tighe FMDM
A little girl in traditional dress on her way home
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I have been on mission in the Middle East for almost quarter of a century. Between 1967 and 2000 our
congregation had communities in Jordan and I spent many happy years there. Though we no longer
have a community in the Holy Land we retain a great love and concern for its people and my later
ministry in Tantur Ecumenical Institute in Jerusalem and now in
and now in the Gaza Strip is the Gaza Strip is a continuation of our FMDM mission in the
a continuation of our FMDM Holy Land.
The Gaza Strip, 360 KM² with a population of almost 2 million, is
the world’s largest open prison. An Israeli blockade imposed in 2007 and still in place prevents
the people from leaving this poverty-stricken, overcrowded enclave. Israel controls and limits all
imports and exports as well as movement of people both local and international. About 80% of the
population depends on aid, unemployment is high, birth rate is high, and according to a recent UN
report the social, health and security-related ramifications of
Overcrowding may render
the high population density and overcrowding are among
the factors that may render Gaza unlivable by 2020.
Gaza unlivable by 2020
I live on the outskirts
of a large refugee camp in Gaza city in a section known as
the Christian Camp. There are approximately 1,200 Christians
in Gaza. The majority are
Greek Orthodox, about
125 are Catholic, a few
Anglicans and Baptists.
Sisters of three religious
congregations live here:
Rosary Sisters (a local
congregation for Arab
Children coming to our
women), Missionaries
de-worming programme
of Charity, and Sisters
of the Incarnate Word. I am the only member of my congregation here and the only Franciscan, so it
was a real joy when our Congregational Leader, Sr Jane Bertelsen FMDM, visited me recently
and spent a few days sharing my life, meeting and praying with local Christians and seeing some
of my work.

I am responsible for Caritas Jerusalem in Gaza that helps and supports the local Church and
provides a range of services throughout the Gaza Strip. We have a specialist health centre in Gaza city
that also serves as the administrative hub for our many
Caritas provides humanitarian outreach activities. These include medical, psychosocial
and humanitarian services that we implement in cooperation
and medical aid especially in
with local organisations. During and after the all too frequent
marginalised areas and for
Israeli wars on Gaza, Caritas provided humanitarian and
medical aid especially in marginalised areas and for internally
internally displaced persons.
displaced persons. While we hope and pray for peace we,
with other NGOs, are assessing and upgrading our
emergency preparedness in case of another war
or other disaster. We have a small dedicated
and competent core staff, Christian and Moslem,
and we employ additional staff when required for
outreach projects. My role is primarily one of leadership and coordination to ensure the smooth and
efficient running of these various works and to
enable, empower, support and care for our staff
who, like all Gazans, have lived through several
brutal wars yet who tirelessly and generously
serve others. I represent Caritas Jerusalem at
the WHO, UN, International Medical Corps and other organisations in Gaza, welcome representatives of
donor agencies and ensure good communication with Caritas headquarters in Jerusalem.
I am advised that as a foreign Christian woman I should not go out alone except in the immediate
neighbourhood where I live and I abide by that advice. Consequently, I have a lot of time alone
for reflection and prayer. I miss community life whilst I am on mission here but the love and
support of my sisters give me strength and encouragement.
While my current lifestyle is a bit unusual at a deep level it is
thoroughly Franciscan. There were times St. Francis engaged in
preaching, caring for lepers or travelling to distant lands and at
other times he prayed alone in solitude in imitation of Jesus our
brother whom he loved passionately and tried to imitate
literally. My days are full from 6.00am Mass in the local Church until
about 3.00pm after which I usually enjoy the gift
of solitude. It is a privilege and a challenge to
live among and serve the poorest of the poor
but only God’s grace enables me to maintain
inner peace and integrity in the midst of the
harsh reality of poverty, injustice and collective
punishment that is life in the Gaza Strip.
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